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100 high-resolution vibration-rotation spectra of 13C2H2have been recorded in
selected regions between 50 and 10000 an-l as part of an EC funded collaboration
among several european laboratories on the SADOVEM project (Spectra and
Dynamics of Vibrationally Excited Molecules).Path lengths up to 42 m were used with
pressures from 0.25 to 3900 Pa, at nearly Doppler or pressure limited resolution (from
0.002 to 0.030 cm-l).
A large number of cold bands, originating from the ground state, and of hot bands
arising mainly from the low-lying bending excited states have been observed and
analysed.
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levels provided information on the states of gerade symmetry.
Several bands of 12C13CH2,
which was present as an impurity in our sample, were
also analysed, providing a complete set of spectroscopic parameters for the
fundamenta11evelsof this isotopomer.
Vibrationally excited states involving pure stretching or bending excitatioDSas
weU as stretching-bending combinatioDShave been spectroscopically characterized
through simultaneous or band-by-band least-squares fits of the assigned transitiODS.
80th vibrational and rotational/-type resonances within a given V4+ Vsmanifold have
been explicit1y taken in10 accounl Several ro-vibrational perturbations have been
evidenced in the spectra; among these the most relevant anharmonic resonances in the
dyads Vl

I

V2 + 2vs and V3 I V2+ V4+ Vs have been treated rigorouslyat the

fundamenta1 levels and foUowed up to higher energies. Deperturbed values for the
energies of the interacting vibrational levels have been obtained and a number of
anharmonicity constants Xij, which may be used 10improve the anharmonic force field
of this molecule, have been derived.
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Time-resolved Raman-infrared double resonance experiments have been
carried out on CO2 gas in order to determine collisional relaxation rates of
energy levels. The total depopulation rates are determined in a three levels
double resonance scheme. A pulsed stimulated Raman excitation populates
the studied state over a brief time interval. The ensuing collisional
depopulation of this level is monitored by a cw probe CO2 laser which
transition originates in the same level. The transient absorption on the probe
laser gives the time dependent population behavior. The high selectivity of the
lasers allows the study of vibrational and rotational levels. The relaxation
rates. of the (1000) vibrational state and , for the first time, of the J = 14 to 34
rotationallevels of the (0200)vibrational state, have been measured. Derivated
broadening coefficients have been compared to those calculated by a semiclassical model. State-to-state rotational energy transfer rates are studied in a
four levels double resonance scheme and compared with the fitting and
scaling laws MEG and ECS-P.
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Thc structurc of tbe propyne molecule was receotly studied by Le Guennec et al. [1]. 1bis
investigatioo showed tbat tbe informatioo conccming tbe spectta of Cfi1feRD.t
isotopic species
of tbis molecule is inadequate. We have started a series of studies concerning p~
and
we had to determine first tbe ground state rotaûonal and centrifugal constants. With tbe aid of
the Fourier specttometer Bruker IFS-120HR.in Oulu we measured four bands in tbe infrared
spectrum of tbe molecule: v7 (1050 cm-l), 2v9.(950 cm-l), v9 (500 cm-l) and vlO
(290 cm-l). After assigning several thousands ofrotationa1lines in these bands we couId fonn
more tban 4000 ground state combinaûoo differences. The maximum values of tbe quantum
oumbers J and K were 82 and 18, respectively. The fonowing results were obtained (alI the
va1uesare in cm-l and the error 1imitsare one standard deviatioo): B = 0.22463339(11),
J>l=
S7.636(38)xI0-9, OJK = 3.0786(28)xl0~, HJ = 13.4(37)xI0-lS, HJK = 14.53(44)xI0-12,
andHKJ = 62.5(82)xlO-12.
The lowest fundamental bands v9 and vI0 were measun:d using a liquid helium cooled
bolometer as the detector. The spectra are coogested because the separaûoo of tbe adjacent Q
branches are about 0.5 cm-l oo1y and aISOdue to tbe stroog hot bands.

The range of the vI0 band is from 260 to 325 cm-l. AItogether about 2500 lines wen::
assigned, the maximum values of J and K were 69 and 15, respectively. As vI0 band is tbe
lowestfunl:lamenntl,the only pertUIbatioo mechanism is t-resonance. It has remarkable e1fects
00 tbe structure of the band and it makes tbe assignments more difticull In the ana1ysis the
program MILLI [2] and the ground state constants detennined above were used. In tbe fit
with 14 adjustable parametcrs a standard deviaûoo of 0.OOOI9cm-l was attainf'1t for 2292
lines with noDZCrOweighl Some results (in cm-l): Vo = 291.842074(11),
a.A =
O.29307(27)xI0-3, a.B =-O.572101(14)xI0-3,and At; = 2.1811098(13).
Thc v9 band extends from 460 to 535 cm-l. Its structure is unusual. Bec:auseAt; is nearIY
cqua1 with A, tbe Q branch spacing is a1most 2B and PQg. branches are 00 higher
waveoumber side.The maximum J and K values were 82 and 15, respectivcly. Thcre is a
2 which pertwbs
Fenni resonance between the levels v9 = 1, ~ = :1:1 and vI0 = 2, 110= =1=
mainly 00 the -l side. In addiûona1 then:: are 1 -resonance e1fects. Some preliminary results:
Vo

= 498.92153(3),

a.A = 0.523(2)xI0-3

and a.B = -O.29054(3)xI0-3.
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